SUSECON Digital (halfway) ? I?m with the Band! [3]

When I last posted, about a month before SUSECON, I was a little bit worried. As with any event, you?re never quite certain how things are going to turn out. I should not have worried? After over 53,000 of you read my post (thank you!) we worked night and day to finish recording, polishing, posting and hosting the best content we have ever had the pleasure to serve up at a SUSECON event. And when we opened the virtual doors on May 20, thousands of you poured through those doors to get a taste of what we were serving. (So many, in fact, that we had some troubles getting the login info out to some people ? my very sincere apologies for that!) So after nine days of offering open source for the enterprise on a silver platter, here?s a quick recap of where we stand:


After the 2nd CFP, we found that we had so many good talk submissions that we were able to open a fourth track.
If registrations continue as they currently do, we will have a few hundred people waiting to participate in your sprint projects, so this is the perfect chance for you to promote your project and find new contributors.

Participation in the sprints is free, but does require registration. We will provide the necessary collaboration tools in form of dedicated Jitsi or Zoom virtual rooms and text channels on our Discord server.

---

**foss-north: Enablement Talks** [5]

During foss-north 2020 we had a group of talks related to using free and open source in various settings. I call them enablement talks. Someone with a more salesy mind might have said success stories.

This year we had three such talks. One from about SVT’s (the Swedish public TV broadcaster) video streaming platform by Gustav Grusell and Olof Lindman, one from arbetsförmedlingen (the Swedish public employment service) by Johan Linåker and Jonas Södergren, and about Screenly OSE by Viktor Petersson, a digital signage solution.

---

**Heads up ? Online MiniDebConf is Online** [6]

I know most Debian people know about this already ? But in case you don’t follow the usual Debian communications channels, this might interest you!

Given most of the world is still under COVID-19 restrictions, and that we want to work on Debian, given there is no certainty as to what the future holds in store for us? Our DPL ?fearless as they always are? had the bold initiative to make this weekend into the first-ever miniDebConf Online (MDCO)!

---
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